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Abstract 
How docs the visual cortex combine information from both eyes to generate perceptual representa-
tions of object surfaces? Important clues about this process may be derived from data about the perceived 
brightnesses of surface regions under binocular viewing conditions, including data about binocular bright-
ness summation in response to ganzfelds, the U-shaped data of Fechner's Paradox that violates binocular 
brightness summation, and the effects of different combinations of monocular and binocular contours and 
surface luminance differences on threshold sensitivity to monocular flashes of light. How to reconcile these 
apparently contradictory data properties has been a severe challenge to previous models, and none has 
explained them aiL The present article quantitatively simulates them all by further developing the 
FACADE vision modeL Key model processes discount the illuminant and compute image contrasts in each 
monocular channel using shunting on-center off-surround networks; binocularly fuse these discounted 
monocular signals using shunting on-center off-surround networks with nonlinear excitatory and inhibitory 
signals; and usc these binocularly fused activities to trigger filling-in of a binocular surface representation 
that represents perceived surface brightness. Previous models that have suggested explanations of subsets 
of these data are discussed. 
II 
1. Introduction 
Surfaces dominate our perceptions of the three-dimensional world, yet there are few theoretical 
explanations of how surfaces acquire their vivid perceptual qualities. As a result, although phenomena of 
surface brightness and lightness perception have long been experimentally investigated, their meaning and 
explanation remain an area of intense debate (Gilchrist, 1994). Understanding the neural mechanisms that 
underlie brightness perception also remains a matter of controversy and continuing research (Arrington, 
1994; Paradiso and Nakayama, 1991 ). Several modeling papers have described different ways in which 
lightness and brightness perceptions can arise (Gove, Grossberg and Mingolla, 1995; Grossberg and 
Todorovib. 1988; Grossberg and Wyse, 1991; Hamada, 1984; Kingdom and Moulden, 1992; Land and 
McCann, 1971; sec Pessoa, Mingolla and Neumann, 1995 for a review). However most of these perceptual 
and modeling investigations have looked at 2-D brightness and lightness phenomena; e.g., simultaneous 
contrast and Mach bands. Recently a line of research has extended the domain into 3-D brightness percep-
tion as part of a neural theory of 3-D vision and figure-ground separation, called FACADE theory (Gross-
berg, 1987, 1994, 1997). 
FACADE is an acronym for Form-And-Color-And-DEpth, referring to the multiplexed representa-
tions of form and color and depth which the model generates. Recent simulations of FACADE theory have 
shown how the network can explain challenging data about stereopsis, including dichoptic masking and 
contrast-dependent variations of Panum's limiting case (McLoughlin and Grossberg, 1998), and cia Vinci 
stereopsis (Grossberg and McLoughlin, 1997). FACADE theory has also offered explanations of lightness 
illusions, such as the White effect (White, 1979), and of how depthful surface brightness capture occurs 
during figure-ground separation (Grossberg, 1997; Kelly and Grossberg, 1997). Here we analyze how the 
visual cortex combines monocular brightness signals to determine binocular brightness percepts as part of 
the process whereby surface representations are formed. 
In this regard, it is well known that the visual system can usc the slight disparities introduced by bin-
ocular viewing to compute relative distance to an object (Panum, 1858; Wheatstone, 1838). Binocular 
viewing also provides some other advantages over monocular viewing: binocular improvement occurs for 
tasks such as detection of stationary targets, luminance flashes and discrimination tasks (see Blake and I:..'ox 
(1973), Blake, Sloane and Fox (1981) and Howard and Rogers (1995, Chapter 8) for reviews). One might 
therefore expect that binocular summation occurs during brightness perception, in particular that an illumi-
nated area appears twice as bright if viewed with two eyes than when viewed with one eye. The reader can 
easily falsify this supposition by closing one eye and noting that the world does not become half as bright. 
An illuminated area appears only slightly brighter when viewed with two eyes. 
In fact, Panum, and then Fechner, discovered that a bright light presented to one eye may actually 
appear less bright when a dim light is shone into the other eye, in what has since become known as Fech-
ner's Paradox (Aubert, 1865; Fechner, 1861; Panum, 1858). The effect is paradoxical since, despite the 
increased total stimulation on both retinas, the perceived binocular brightness is decreased. The effect has 
been replicated experimentally several times (DeSilva and Bartley, I 930; Fry and Bartley, 1933), with 
some focusing primarily on brightness averaging or summation (e.g., Ivanoff, 1947). Fechner's Paradox, 
unlike binocular rivalry (Levell, 1965a), results in a temporally and spatially stable brightness percept, 
although there is a gradual adaptation to brightness that occurs on a slow time scale. The early experiments 
were done without control for each individual eye's pupil size. Subsequent experiments with artificial 
pupils verified that the effect was not an artifact of differing pupillary conditions (Levell, I 965a). Contrast 
sensitivity is also subject to a similar paradox of binocular combination (Gilchrist and Mciver, 1985). 
Reducing the luminance to one eye Jowers binocular contrast sensitivity to a level below that for either eye 
alone. 
Many models have described how monocular signals are combined (Table I). Models of binocular 
brightness perception tried to replicate data on Fechner's Paradox (Levelt, 1965a). Other models investi-
gated the superiority of binocular over monocular vie\ving in detection and discrimination tasks. We have 
created a taxonomy of three different types of models, those based on weighting the inputs to each eye 
individually (eye-weighting models), those based on vector summation, and those that arc neural network, 
or at least, neurally inspired models. Table I lists all the models we have encountered in the literature. Dif-
ferent models can fit different pieces of data. Some can fit more data but need to change model parameters 
to fit each data curve. The present development of the FACADE model simulates data on binocular bright-
ness summation and Fechner's Paradox with a single set of parameters, including isobrightness curves 
(Anstis and 1-lo, I 998; Levell, 1965a), the absence of Fechner's Paradox h1r ganzfeld displays (BoJ-
anowski, 1987; BoJanowski and Doty, 1987; Bourassa and Rule, 1994), and the effect of monocular and 
binocular contours on binocular brightness in static and flashed displays (Cogan, 1982; Levell, 1965b). 
Table I 
2. Binocular Brightness Data and Simulations 
This section summarizes the isobrightness curve data of Levell (I 965a) and Anstis and 1-lo (1998), 
then data showing that brightness averaging does not occur for ganzfelds (Bolanowksi, I 987; Bourassa and 
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Rule, 1994), and finally data showing how contours affect binocular brightness perception, in particular 
how monocular and binocular contours affect flashed monocular stimuli (Cogan, 1982). Model simulations 
of these data are also shown. Section 3 provides an intuitive explanation of the data. Section 4 highlights 
key mechanisms used in these explanations. The full model is mathematically defined in the Appendix. 
Section 5 provides a comparative analysis of other models in the literature. 
2.1 Isobrightncss Cuncs 
The isobrightness curves of Levell ( 1965a) provided a classical demonstration of Fechner's paradox. 
The curves in Figure I a join points of equal binocular brightness that were determined by matching or 
magnitude estimates when the subject viewed a dichoptic display wherein one eye viewed a circular patch 
of fixed luminance and the other eye viewed a similar patch of variable luminance both of which were bin-
ocularly fused. Where the curve f(llds back in on itself is representative of Fechner's Paradox. Levclt did 
not, however, examine a broad range of luminances. Anstis and Ho ( 1998) performed this experiment (Fig-
ure I b) and found that isobrightncss curves change shape for higher luminances. For low binocular bright-
ness levels, the isobrightncss curves are convex upward; for slightly higher brightnesses they become more 
linear; and for still higher brightnesses they become concave upward. The FACADE model simulates the 
changing shape of the isobrightness curves without any change of parameters (Figure I c), unlike the vector 
summation model of Curtis and Rule ( 1978), whose isobrightness curves do not change shape (Figure I d). 
Binocular brightness model outputs are often compared with the Curtis and Rule model (Lchky, 1983); 
however, without a continuous change of parameters, the vector sum motion model cannot fit the Anstis 
and Ho ( 1998) data. 
Figure I 
Another way to view these data shows how, for a fixed luminance signal to one eye, binocular bright-
ness magnitude estimates vary with the luminance to the other eye. The resulting curve has aU-shape (Fig-
ure 2a). Figure 2b shows the equivalent output of the FACADE model. 
Figure 2 
2.2 Binocular Summation of Ganzfcld Brightnesses 
In the presence of dichoptically viewed ganzfelds, Fechner's paradox does not occur (BoJanowski, 
1987; Bourassa and Rule, 1994). In particular, as one fixes the ganzfeld luminance to one eye and varies 
the luminance of the other ganzfelcl, binocular brightness increases (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 
Our explanation of binocular brightness summation under these conditions uses the property that pos-
itive model activity occurs in response to homogeneous areas of luminance. This hypothesis is compatible 
with data of Knau and Spillmann ( 1997), as well as with other data and models (Arend, 1973; Grossberg 
and Wyse, 1991; Neumann, 1993; Pessoa eta/., 1995), which show that, following adaptation to ganzfelds, 
the remaining perceived brightness is still above that of the Eigengrau (Aubert, 1865)- a nonzero bright-
ness associated with a completely dark scene. The model simulations shown in Figure 3 fit these binocular 
brightness sumn1ation data using the same parameters that fit the Fechner's Paradox data in Figures I and 
2. For details about how model outputs were scaled to match the magnitude estimations, see Section 4.2. 
2.3 Contour Effects on Binocular Brightness 
The ganzfeld results suggest that, in the absence of contours, brightness signals summate. Leibowitz 
and Walker ( 1956) demonstrated that as the size of two square fields, viewed diehoptically, increases from 
15 to 60 min in width, brightness summation (measured by a brightness-matching procedure) triples. They 
noted that, as r-lcld size increases, area increases more rapidly than border length. They suggested that 
homogeneous areas tend to produce binocular brightness summation, but that boundary contours inhibit 
the summation process. 
Level! ( 1965b) showed that when two black disks are fused together, the percept is of a black disk 
(see Figure 4 disk B). When a black disk is "fused" with a homogeneous white area, the binocular percept 
is of a dark disk (Figure 4 disk C). However, if a black disk is fused with a circular white area bounded by 
a thin black contour, one sees a lighter gray disk (Figure 4 disk A). Levell inferred that the addition of con-
tours biases the binocular brightness percept to the eye containing the contour, thus allowing the binocular 
disk to appear light gray. 
Figure 4 
Cogan (1982) examined how various dichoptically viewed backgrounds affect detection sensitivity 
for monocular Oashes of light. Cogan investigated several backgrounds (see Figure .'i): (a) homogeneous 
fields in both eyes; (b) thin circular contour in non-test eye; (c) thin circular contours in both eyes; (d) 
homogeneous background in test eye, black disk in non-test eye; and (e) thin circular contour in test eye, 
black disk to non-test eye. The contour exactly spanned the size of the test flash, which was always to the 
left eye (LE). 
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Cogan reported the results of six subjects and their respective sensitivities to the conditions (see Fig-
ure 6a). The bars represent average subject sensitivities, and the error bars represent the standard deviation 
of the average across subjects. Across all subjects, flash sensitivity was highest for condition (a) with two 
homogeneous background fields. For conditions (b) and (c), sensitivity was approximately equal showing 
that (I) contours reduce sensitivity to the flash, and that (2) there is very little, if any, sensitivity difference 
between a monocular and binocularly viewed contour. Conditions (d) and (e) have high inter-subject vari-
ability possibly clue to the rivalrous conditions created by the flash (LE) and black disk (RE) in condition 
(d) or outline contour (LE) and the black disk contour (RE) in condition (c). 
Figure 5 
Our model simulations are shown in Figure 6b. The simulations agree with the Cogan ( 1982) data for 
conditions (a), (b) and (c) showing increased flash sensitivity on a homogeneous background and the simi-
larity between conditions (b) and (c). Results for condition (d) is slightly different from that recorded by 
Cogan but still within the bounds of the error bars. The model's sensitivity for condition (e), however, is 
greater than that recorded by Cogan's subjects. We suggest that the reason for this slight difference may be 
due to the presence of binocular rivalry in these conditions, which may have partially disrupted the binocu-
lar brightness percept and reduced subject sensitivities to the flash in Figure 6a. We do not model binocular 
rivalry here, but it has been modeled as part of FACADE theory in a manner that is consistent with our 
results (Grossberg, 1987). 
Figure 6 
3. Intuitive Explanations of Binocular Brightness Data 
3.1 From Discounting the Illuminant to Binocular Surface Brightness 
FACADE theory traces properties of binocular brightness data to the combined effects of several 
basic neural processes. These processes discount the illuminant and binocularly combine the illuminant-
discounted signals. The binocular signals then trigger diffusive filling-in of surface representations that 
carry perceived properties of form, color (including lightness and brightness), and depth (Grossberg, 1994, 
1997; Grossberg and McLoughlin, 1997). The present modeling work also clarifies how the nonlinear sig-
naling that occurs during these processes impacts percepts of binocular brightness. 
Figure 7 
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Figure 7 presents a macrocircuit of the FACADE model. The model consists of two parallel systems 
called the Boundary Contour System (BCS) for binocular boundary formation and the Feature Contour 
System (FCS) for binocular surface formation. The BCS models aspects of the interblob cortical process-
ing stream and the FCS models aspects of the cortical blob stream from the lateral geniculate nucleus 
(LGN) to extrastriate visual area V4 (Grossberg, 1994). The FCS boxes that are outlined with dashed lines 
in Figure 7 arc not simulated here because their main effects occur in percepts where multiple depths are 
seen. 
The left-eye and right-eye Monocular Preprocessing stages in Figure 7 model a key process in the ret-
ina and LGN; namely, the process of discounting the illuminant (Helmholtz, 1962). Discounting the illu-
minant helps the brain to compensate for variable illumination conditions. This first stage of the 
discounting process occurs before signals from the two eyes are combined binocularly. It can be neurally 
realized using networks of cells whose inputs are processed by on-center off-surround spatial interactions, 
and which obey the membrane, or shunting, equations of neurophysiology (Grossberg, 1973, 1983). In an 
on-center off-surround network, the inputs excite their target cells and perhaps close neighbors of these 
cells, and inhibit a broader spatial expanse of neighboring cells. If the on-center and off-surround are per-
fectly balanced, then spatially uniform input intensities arc completely suppressed. If the on-center has a 
net advantage over the off-surround, then spatially unifonn input intensities can cause an attenuated, but 
positive, baseline of activity. 
The network's ability to discount the illuminant derives from how its shunting dynamics interact with 
its on-center off-surround interactions. The shunting property enables each cell in the network to automat-
ically gain control its responses to inputs. Cell response rates and equilibrium values are both influenced by 
this automatic gain control property. In particular, such a network generates its largest activations at edges 
of a scene, or any other scenic regions where the spatial gradient of input intensity changes quickly relative 
to the size of the off-surrounds. These enhanced activities discount the illuminant because they include 
ratio terms (see Section 3.5 and the Appendix) in which the illuminant gets divided out by cancellation in 
the numerator and the denominator. The enhanced activities that occur at image gradients arc called F'ea-
ture Contours, because they are the signals from which visible surface "features" are derived. 
Said more technically, the automatic gain control of a shunting cell computes a Weber-law modulated 
measure of surface reflectance relative to an adaptation level (Grossberg, 1983; Grossberg and Todorovi G, 
1988). By creating these ratios, the network also tends to normalize image intensities, and thus to compute 
normalized contrasts from the image, a properly that has been used to explain many psychophysical and 
neurophysiological data (e.g., Douglas et a/., 1995; Grossberg, 1973; Grossberg and Marshall, 1989; 
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Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b; Grossberg and TodoroviG, 1988; Heeger, 1992; Somerset a!., 
1995). For present purposes, this fact is relevant to the early realization of Fry and Bartley ( 1933) that 
image contrast, and not luminance, influence binocular brightness perception during Fechner's Paradox. 
3.2 Surface Filling-In Within Boundary Contours 
As noted above, discounting the illuminant distorts the input pattern by attenuating monocular inputs 
over surface regions that receive uniform, or close-to-uniform, input intensities. This is the price paid for 
being able to generate relatively large Feature Contour signals from which the illuminant is discounted. 
These distortions are followed by a process of surface reconstruction whereby features of lightness, bright-
ness, and color are restored throughout a surface, not just ncar its edges and other contours. Filling-in 
accomplishes this reconstruction process by using the illuminant-discountcd Feature Contour signals to 
trigger a diffusive spread of activation across the discounted surface areas (Arrington, 1994; Cohen and 
Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg and TodoroviC 1988; Pessoa eta!., 1995). In particular, Arrington ( 1994) has 
shown that the temporal dynamics of the diffusion process that was modeled in Grossberg and Todor-
ovi G ( 1988) can simulate subject reports of the temporal dynamics of perceived surface brightness (Parad-
iso and Nakayama, 1991). 
The diffusion of activation cannot be allowed to spread indiscriminately. Boundary Contours block, 
or gate, the diffusion of' activity in a form-sensitive fashion. Both Boundary Contours and Feature Contours 
arc needed because they compute quite different properties in order to do their jobs well. In fact, FACADE 
theory has emphasized thnt the properties of boundary formation and of surface filling-in arc, in many 
respects, computationally complementary. For example, Boundary Contour System (BCS) boundaries 
form in an oriented fashion and do so inwardly across space between pairs or greater numbers of similarly 
oriented and spatially aligned boundary inducers. They also pool responses at each position from cells that 
arc sensitive to opposite contrast polarities; in this sense, they become insensitive to contrast polarity. This 
property enables boundaries to form around objects whose contrasts with respect to their backgrounds 
reverse along the object's perimeter, as often happens when the background that bounds an object is tex-
tured. Such a pooling of dark/light and light/dark signals prevents boundaries from representing any visible 
feature, such as a brightness or color. In this sense, "all boundaries arc invisible". 
Only surfaces represent visible features. The surface filling-in process is complementary to the 
boundary formation process because spreads outrvardly in an un.oriented fashion from individual Feature 
Contours, and is sensitive to contrast polarity, since it represents visible percepts. Hence, our study of bin-
ocular brightness percepts necessarily focuses on the binocular representation of surface brightness. It 
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involves boundary formation only insofar as Boundary Contours control which surfaces fill-in and what 
their resultant activity levels are. 
These binocular brightness percepts are computed at the processing stage called the Binocular Fill-
ing-In Domains, or FIDOs, in Figure 7. Figure 7 also shows other places where filling-in occurs; namely, 
the Monocular FJDOs. The Monocular FIDOs do not play a major role in explaining many binocular 
brightness percepts, such as those studied here, that are perceived at a single depth plane. That is why they 
are not used in our data simulations. Monocular FIDOs arc, however, critical in explanations of data that 
involve multiple depth planes and figure-ground percepts such as percepts of occluding and occluded fig-
ures; see Grossberg ( 1994, 1997) for examples. 
3.3 Computation of Binocular Boundaries and Surfaces 
The present model also omits the BCS stage in Figure 7 that is called Binocular Boundaries. This is 
the stage at which boundaries are completed across regions that get no bottom-up boundary signals; e.g., 
the parts of illusory contours that get no bottom-up inputs, or the parts of boundaries that group across spa-
tially separated texture elements. In the present examples, all of the images have complete edges, so the 
boundaries get direct bottom-up inputs from all input positions. Only the Binocular Fusion stage of the 
BCS is needed to form simple boundaries of this type. This stage brings together inputs from both eyes to 
start forming binocular boundaries at positions that do receive bottom-up inputs. In particular, the Left 
Monocular Boundary and Right Monocular Boundary stages contain simple cells, whose oriented recep-
tive fields detect oriented contrasts in the inwges. The Binocular F'usion stage contains complex cells, 
which pool inputs from pairs of simple cells that arc sensitive to the same orientation but opposite contrast 
polarities. In response to the experimental displays that are simulated herein, these complex cells create 
boundaries that arc good enough to restrict, or gate, the binocular surface filling-in process within the 
appropriate image regions. 
The signals that trigger filling-in at the Binocular FJDOs are derived by binocularly combining the 
illuminant-discounted output signals from the left-eye and right-eye Monocular Preprocessing stages. The 
cells at which this binocular combination occurs obey the same type of shunting dynamics in an on-center 
off-surround network that was used at the Monocular Preprocessing stages. Thus, the same types of cells 
and cell connection patterns operate at every stage of the model's surface processing. As a result, the bin-
ocular network also contrast-normalizes its inputs, which in this case arc sums of signals from the two 
eyes. This is the main reason in the model why closing one eye does not make the world look half as 
bright. This property was also noted by Cohen and Grossberg (1984). 
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Further properties arc needed to explain how brightness can appear to decrease when an input is 
added to one eye while holding the input to the other eye fixed. Here we need to consider the signal func-
tions that transform the activities of the Monocular Preprocessing stages into inputs to the Binocular FIDO. 
In particular, we need to specify the excitatory inputs that are processed by the on-center and the inhibitory 
signals that arc processed by the off-surround of the binocular combination network. Earlier mathematical 
analyses of such networks have clarified why the brain often uses a sigmoid, or S-shaped, excitatory signal 
function to activate the on-center (Cohen and Grossberg, 1983; Grossberg, 1973, 1983). Such a signal 
function can help to suppress noise at low input levels, but necessarily has a finite upper bound at high 
input levels, because all biological signals do; see signal functionf(x) in Figure 8a. If the inhibitory signal 
function g(x) in the off-surround grows more quickly than the excitatory signal function at low input levels, 
then it can also help to prevent noise amplification. 
Figure 8 
3.4 Coupling Nonlinear Signals to Shunting Cell Dynamics 
One flner feature needs to be mentioned about the dynamics of membrane, or shunting, equations and 
how they interact with the nonlinear S-shapcd signals.f(x) and g(x) in Figure 8a. Cells that obey a mem-
brane equation have finite maximum and minimum activities beyond which they cannot be driven by 
inputs, no matter how large those inputs might be. Such cells also have a resting level to which their activ-
ity converges in the absence of input stimulation. We scale this resting level to equal zero herein, without a 
loss of generality. It is often the case that cells can be maximally excited to activities that are further from 
their resting levels than the levels to which they can be maximally inhibited. Parameters 13 and Din Figure 
8b represent these asymmetrically chosen excitatory and inhibitory saturation values. Figure 8b shows how 
these shunting parameters multiply the signal functions f(_,) and g(x) in the binocular shunting equation. 
Terms Bf(x) and Dg(x) preserve the noise-suppressing advantage of inhibition at small input values, but 
also give a net advantage to excitation at large input values. This combination of noise-suppressing and 
excitatory signalling properties will be seen to be critical in our explanations of binocular brightness data. 
We will hereby link paradoxical properties like Fechner's Paradox to functionally useful properties like 
contrast-normalization and noise-suppression of binocularly combined Feature Contour signals. 
These properties are enough to intuitively understand how the FACADE model explains quite a few 
binocular brightness data. The reader can skip to Section 4 for such explanations. The remainder of this 
section mathematically defines the binocular shunting equation that is the basis for the key model proper-
ties. The Appendix provides the full set of FACADE equations and parameters that were used in the data 
simulations. 
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3.5 Equation for Binocular Combination of Feature Contours 
Let Yi be the activity of the ;'"cell in the network that binocularly combines output signals from the 





-cxlyi+(B+yi) L Ckix~ -(y;+D) L Ek/k (I) 
k=l k=1 
dv 
In (I), ,/,' is the rate of change of y i; a 1 is the decay rate; B, Dare the upper and lower bounds of activity, 
or saturating potentials; and Cki and Eu are space-dependent kernels with Cki the excitatory on-center 
Gaussian kernel and Eu the inhibitory off-surround Gaussian kernel. The excitatory input in (3) is X: and 
the inhibitory input is xZ. As a result of binocular matching, x; is a sum of left-eye./(xk/) and right-eye 
.f(xkR) signals: 
So is the inhibitory input x, : 
1itken together, (1)- (3) imply: 
11 dy. 11 d/= -cxlyi+(B+yi) L Cdflxu)+f(xkR)]-
k = I 
(yi +D) L Eki[g(xkl) + g(xk/1)], 
k=l 










and lxl+ = max(x,O) is a half-wave rectifying function. These functions are plotted in Figure 8a. Lehky 
(I 983) suggested a similar asymmetry between excitation and inhibition; however, there are significant dif-
ferences between the models that are discussed below. 
dy. 




B I cki[f(xkL)+f(xkR)]-D I Eki[g(xkL)+g(xkR)] 
k = 1 k = 1 
n n 
(7) yi = 
o:2 + I cki[f(xkL) + f(xkR)] + I Eki[g(xkL) + g(xkR)] 
k=1 k=1 
The ratio in (7) discounts the illuminant and contrast---normalizes the binocular inputs_ As in Figure 8b, the 
inhibitory saturation point D in (7) is chosen smaller than the excitatory saturation point B_ The resting 
equilibrium potential equals zero_ These parameter choices are consistent with known properties of neu-
rons, since the resting membrane potential (-60 to -70 mY) is typically closer to the inhibitory saturation 
point (-70 to -80 mY) that to the excitatory saturation point (+55 mY) (Kandel, Schwartz and Jessell, 
1991 )_ Since both signal functions( and g in (9) have the same asymptote (see Figure 8a), we can choose 
the parameters (B = I .5, D = I .0) so that the excitatory influence can outweigh the inhibitory influence at 
small input levels, but the reverse holds true at large input levels (see Figure 8b). 
The binocular signals Yi then activate filling-in within the Binocular FIDO (Figure 7). The diffusing 
activities spread until they are stopped by boundary signals from the BCS, thereby creating the visible bin-
ocular surface representation of the model. 
4. Intuitive Data Explanations 
4.1 Intuitive Explanation of Fechner's Paradox 
The relative growth rates of the excitatory and inhibitory signals help to explain binocular brightness 
summation and }::O'cchner 1s Paradox in a unified way. At high luminance lcvcb, binocular summation occurs 
since, in that operating range, the excitatory signal is larger than the corresponding inhibitory signal (Fig-
ure Sa). Thus increases in luminance to either eye lead to increases in cell excitation that exceed increases 
in cell inhibition, thereby causing increased binocular brightness. 
However, given a fixed, moderately-sized monocular input, say to the left eye, then increasing the 
luminance of the right eye input leads to Fechner's Paradox: Since the Jef't eye input is fixed, its effect on 
binocular brightness is also fixed. As the right eye input is increased from zero, initially its inhibitory sig-
nal is greater than its excitatory signal. Therefore the right-eye input causes a greater increase in inhibition 
than excitation, thereby decreasing the overall binocular output. For ever larger right-eye inputs, the bright-
ness decrement decreases as the excitatory signal eventually outweighs the inhibitory signal, thereby 
exhibiting binocular brightness summation once more. 
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4.2 Intuitive Explanation of Brightness Summation for Ganzfelds 
The excitatory and inhibitory signals f(x) and g(x) multiply on-center and off-surround connection 
weights C and E, respectively, in (7) in addition to the excitatory and inhibitory cell saturation values B and 
D. How these triple products BCf(x) and DEg(x) arc combined determines other important data properties, 
including binocular brightness summation of ganzfeld inputs. 
As noted in Section 2.2, a net positive response to homogeneous areas of luminance can help to 
explain data on binocular summation in response to ganzfelcls. One way to realize this luminance response 
is to employ asymmetric Gaussian receptive fields to define the on-center and off-surround connections C 
and E in (7). This geometric asymmetry in on-center off-surround connection strengths C and E is consis-
tent with the asymmetry in excitatory and inhibitory saturation values B and D. Given these parameter 
choices, the on-center signal is stronger than the off-surround signal, so network activity can increase in 
response to increasing luminance within homogeneous areas. Several studies in monkey and cat primary 
visual cortex, often using different anesthetics to those used previously, or even using alert animals, 
showed "luxotonic" cells that respond to such contour-less ganzfcld fields in proportion to the luminance 
of that field (Barlow and Levick, 1969; Kay am a eta!., 1979). 
This net advantage of the on-center was implemented for both monocular and binocular center-sur-
round cells, so that the luminance response propagated through all the network's processing stages. At low 
luminances, the asymmetry has little effect on the network's contrast-based responses. However, al high 
luminances, the network's luminance-based responses can overtake its contrast-based responses. Network 
responses to ganzfelds are almost entirely luminance-based responses. 
After these signals fill-in their surface representation, the filled-in binocular outputs were scaled to 
match the magnitude estimations of Bourassa and Rule ( 1994) using the following equation, where B is the 
binocular brightness output of the network: 
Magnitude = 241 x ( B - 0.094) . (8) 
The results are plotted in Figure 3. It should be noted that ganzfelds arc featureless and the boundary that 
traps the filled-in brightness signal is created by the rapid fall-off in luminance near the ganzfeld's periph-
eral edge. 
4.3 Intuitive explanation of the Cogan (1982) Data 
The network responds to ganzfelcls with little response at low luminances and larger responses at 
higher luminances. In response to images that do have contours within them, the network can respond 
more vigorously to contrastive regions than to homogenous regions. Thus near a contour, the monocular 
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and binocular brightness signals are dominated by the signal given by the contrastive contour. It is assumed 
that the binocular network responses activate output pathways which contain transmitter substances that 
gate, or multiply, the outputs before they activate subsequent processing stages. These transmitters habitu-
ate in response to the output signals in their pathways. Such habituative transmitter gates have been used to 
explain many types of visual data (e.g., Abbott eta!., I 997; Francis and Grossberg, I 996a, 1996b; Gross-
berg, 1980, 1987, I 997; Ogmen and Gagne, 1990). The transmitter-gated responses approximate the for-
mula: 
s = After B t -r, a+ e.ore (9) 
where Before and Afier are the filled-in binocular brightnesses before and after the flash, <X is a constant (<X 
= 0.00 I), and r is a threshold parameter (r = 0.5). The B~fore term acts like a Weber-law term that modu-
lates sensitivity to the Afier term. The parameters <X and r were chosen to fit the detection sensitivities of 
psychophysical observers in the Cogan (I 982) experiment. 
The model 5' values for each condition are given in Figure 6b. For a homogeneous background, the 
activity before the flash is very low, so even a low luminance flash is detectable. When the before-flash 
condition includes contrastive monocular or binocular contours, a greater before-flash activity obtains. 
Increases in the Before value decrease the sensitivity of S to the After value. Since the flashes arc often 
coextensive with the disk and outline contours, lateral inhibition via off-surround connection between con-
tour and flash signals can reduce the sensitivity to these flashes still further. Thus the same off-surround 
signals that play a role in explaining Fechner's Paradox arc also predicted to play a role in explaining how 
contours influence binocular brightness percepts. 
5. Discussion 
The FACADE model of binocular brightness perception uses a single choice of parameters to simu-
late Fechner's Paradox, brightness sumnHltion for ganzfelds, and influences of monocular and binocular 
contours on binocular brightness percepts. The Fechner's Paradox isobrightncss curves reported in Figure 
I bare derived from the binocular fusion of light target disks on a dark background. Anstis and Ho ( 1998) 
also reported data on the binocular fusion of dark spots on a lighter background. T'hey reported isobright-
ness curves that do not exhibit the fold-back indicative of Fechner's Paradox. Nor do these data curves 
change shape as markedly when target disk luminance is varied. We propose that the difference between 
these datasets may derive from the subjective difficulty in determining an object's brightness when it is 
placed on a brighter background as opposed to a darker background. Subjects typically find it easier to 
match for brightness (i.e. "light intensity") when the fused and comparison disks arc on a black back-
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ground and for lightness (i.e. "grayness") when the disks are darker than the surround. Thus we suggest 
that when the background was lighter, subjects may have been matching based on lightness and not bright-
ness.Thus properties of lightness constancy may help explain the lack of change in the shape of the curves. 
In this paper we focus on explaining data on perceived intensity or luminance- i.e. brightness- and not 
on lightness (Gilchrist, 1994). Similar models have, however, been used to explain challenging data on the 
perception of lightness (Grossberg, 1983; Kelly and Grossberg, 1998). 
The following sections compare the FACADE model to several other models that have attempted to 
explain the types of data simulated herein; see Table I. 
5.1 Models of Binocular Brightness and Fechne1·'s Paradox 
Three types of models have previously been proposed to explain data on binocular brightness and 
contrast combination. Eye-weighting models date back to Sherrington ( 1908) and Schriidinger ( 1926). 
Their monocular weights often depend on the amount of contour or contrast presented to each eye. Vector 
swnmation models binocularly sum two monocular vectors. Neural network or neurally-inspired models 
typically incorporate excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms. Fry and Bartley (1933) were perhaps the first 
to suggest a neural basis for Fechner's Paradox. They proposed excitatory and inhibitory processes such 
that binocular brightness is more brilliant than either monocular impression when binocular neural excita-
tion more than compensates for inhibition. To help readers understand some of the capabilities of the mod-
els discussed, Figures 9 and I 0 show the isobrightness curves for each model with a fixed parameter set. 
Figures 9 and I 0 
5.1.1 Eye-weighting Models 
Levell ( 1965) Weighted Swn Model. In this influential model, Levell computed binocular brightness 
as follows: 
(10) 
where Cis the binocular brightness, ELand E11 are the luminances of the fused left- and right-eye targets, 
and W1• and W11 arc weighting coefficients that, in general, reflect the amount of contour in each eye's 
image, with the constraint that WL+ W11 = 1. This model is only capable of averaging the two inputs and 
cannot model binocular brightness summation, since C can never be greater than EL or ER due to the 
restriction on the weights. The model also lacks a computational rule to allow the choice of weights. Figure 
I Oa shows isobrightness curves for parameters WL = W11 = 0.5. Unlike the psychophysical data on Fech-
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ncr's Paradox, the isobrightness lines do not curve out or in and, most importantly, do not wrap back in at 
the ends, as shown in Levelt ( 1965a) and Anstis and Ho ( 1998). 
Engel ( 1969) Autocorrelation Model. Here binocular brightness equals: 
(II) 
with weights such that W1
2+ W R 2 = I. Quantity C can be interpreted as the sum of two orthogonal vectors. 
Quantities BLand BR are monocular brightness signals, not luminances, since Fry and Bartley ( 1933) and 
Teller and Galanter (1967) showed that contrast, and not luminance per se, affect binocular brightness. To 
convert from brightness to luminance, it is assumed that brightness is related to luminance by a power 
function with exponent k=0.33. Then equation (10) can be expressed using monocular luminances ELand 
(12) 
This nlOdel also includes a restriction on the weights that docs not allow for binocular summation. 
However, unlike the Levelt (1965a, 1965b) model, the weighting coefficients in the Engel (1969) model 
can be determined by finding the integral of the squared autocorrelation function for the pattern in each 
eye. The resulting number measures the amount of contour and contrast in that eye. 
To fit the data, however, Engel ( 1970) had to make assumptions about the inputs; e.g., nonzero bright-
ness is associated with a black background like the "eigengrau" (Aubert, 1865). Engel (1970) also reinter-
preted the evidence for binocular summation in Fry and Bartley (1933) by suggesting an influence of the 
comparison target contours on the test target brightness. He concluded erroneously that binocular summa-
tion docs not occur and that the experimental results are artifactual. Despite discussion of weightings for 
ganzfcld inputs (Engel, 1967), the restriction that the weights sum to I docs not allow the model to repli-
cate binocular brightness summation data. l ... 'igure 9b shows the isobrightness curves of this model for 
WL2=WR2 = 0.5. The isobrightness curves are convex, and lack the wrap-in at the curve ends. 
de Weer! and Levell ( 1974) Cent mid Model. de Weerl and Levell suggested the following model: 
c 
W (l , )2n W (I' )2n L 0 L+a + R 'R+a 
(13) 
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where Cis the binocular output, W1" WR are "eye dominance factors" such that WL + WR = I, and EL and 
E'R are monocular luminance signals. Quantity a is a small positive constant that is assumed to be associ-
ated with stray light, and n is an exponent for a power function with value between 0.3 and 0.4. In this 
model, the quantitative differences between the values of Care very small. Decreases of binocular bright-
ness are at most 3.7% for Fechner's Paradox, whereas for summation, there is just a 0.8% increase (Curtis 
and Rule, 1978). These relative magnitudes do not agree with observed magnitude estimation and bright-
ness match differences (Bourassa and Rule, 1994; Curtis and Rule, 1980; Levell, 1965a). Figure 9c shows 
the isobrightncss curves displayed by this model with a=O.OOO I, n = 0.33. These curves do curve outward 
somewhat and also wrap back in at the ends, however the shape of the curves remain constant, unlike the 
Anstis and Ho (1998) data. 
lrrel's ( 1986) Model. lrtel also proposes another weighted-eye model: 
(14) 
where ELand ER are the monocular signals. Once again, WL+WR=l, since: 
g(E L) + g(E R) (15) 
Usingg(o) =all, equations (15) and (16) imply: 
c (16) 
Irtel ( 1986) suggested varying ~for differing left- and right-eye luminances, but like Levell, did not 
suggest a computational rule. Irtel's model can model the different shape isobrightness curves for certain 
values off:\ ((k~<0.5). However, Irtel ( 1986) docs not explain how the model might operate if the stimuli 
are ganzfelds of disparate luminance, nor does it include mechanisms by which monocular contours might 
affect binocular brightness. Figure 9d shows the isobrightness curves for f:\=0.33. The curves exhibit the 
wrap-in and are slightly convex, but their shape is the same regardless of luminance. 
5.1.2 Vector Summation models 
Schriidinger ( 1926) and MacLeod(/ 972) Model. Schriidinger ( 1926) suggested that binocular bright-






E L + ER' 
(17) 
where ELand E11 are monocular "brightness flux" signals and the binocular result B can be viewed as the 
sum of two orthogonal vectors with some normalization. B is interpreted as the "length" of the two monoc-
ular brightness "vectors". The model is quite similar to that of Irtel (1986), which it predated by 60 years. 
MacLeod (1972) modified this model to preprocess the input: 
1 
<jl L 
E0 +log <Po 
E 0 
(18) 
Here the left eye input, Ev is a function of spontaneous activity E0 and the difference <PL in luminance 
across a monocular contour, normalized by the threshold luminance difference, ¢0. The monocular right 
eye input E11 is defined similarly. This preprocessing represents approximately logarithmic processing by 
retinal ganglion cells. It allows the isobrightness curves to wrap back in at the ends.as in Figure JOe with 
<Po=0.05 and Eo=O. I, but the shape of the curve remains unchanged at higher total luminances. 
Curtis and Rule ( 1978) Vector Summation Model. Engel (I 967) was one of the first to propose a vee-
tor summation model, but he postulated that the vectors (i.e., the monocular input signals) being summed 
were orthogonal. In response to problems with the relative magnitudes of the de Weert and Levelt (1974) 
Centroid model, Curtis and Rule ( 1978) proposed a vector summation model to combine the two eye's 
monocular brightness inputs B~,, B1( 
c 
To convert from brightnesses to luminances we use a power law: 
C = l'' 2k + l" 2k + 2(l"k 1/< CllS N) 
'L "R 'L"R .,h' 
(19) 
(20) 
Parameter k is set as bef{Jre to 0.33. For a in the range 90 to I 20 degrees, Fechner's Paradox is observed 
(i.e., the curves wrap back in on themselves). Figure 9f shows the isobrightness curve output of the model 
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with a= 120° Although a relates to the amount of contour in an image, Curtis and Rule ( 1978) do not 
describe a computational rule for how a may be calculated, and they cannot model how the different iso-
brightness curve shapes arise without a change of parameters. Cohn, Leong and Lasley ( 1981) also used 
this model to explain binocular discrimination data and to argue for the presence of two channels, one that 
sums monocular signals and another that calculates their difference. 
Legge ( 1984) Quadratic Summation Model. Legge (1984) presented a rule describing binocular con-
trast summation to explain data on contrast detection, contrast discrimination, dichoptic masking, contrast 
matching and reaction-time data: 
(21) 
Here CL and CR are the left- and right-eye contrasts. Although Legge (1984) used this model to simulate 
several aspects of binocular over monocular performance, he did not simulate Fechner's paradox. Increas-
ing a target's contrast with the background increases that target's brightness, thus (21) can be used to esti-
mate how monocular luminances combine. In fact, the model cannot simulate Fechner's Paradox because 
its two monocular signals summate and generate circular isobrightness curves (Figure I Oa). 
5.1.3 Neural Network Models 
Sugie 's ( /982) fnhibitory Threshold Model. As in the FACADE model, Sugie uses excitatory and 
inhibitory interactions, but they arc between the monocular channels, not within the binocular summation 
equations, as they arc in the FACADE model. Sugic achieves Fechner's Paradox using neural thresholds 
and asymmetric excitation and inhibition. The left- and right-eye inputs for the binocular equation are as 
follows: 
NL f(E L -- hRER) (22) 
and 
NR f(ER- hLE L), (23) 
where ELand E11 arc monocular luminance signals, and hL and h11 control the inhibitory signals, or "thresh-
old characteristics", of the neurons. Sugie set hL=hR, andf(x) = max(x, 0). Terms NL and N11 arc the 
responses of cells receiving strong excitation to one eye and weak inhibition from the other eye. These 
responses are binocularly combined as follows: 
c (24) 
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Fechner's Paradox is explained since, when one monocular luminance is low and the other is high, the 
mutual inhibition causes a reduction in overall output. Brightness summation data cannot be simulated, 
since interocular inhibition has the same relative magnitude for large and small inputs. By setting such 
inhibition to zero these data could be modeled, but that would represent a different observer. Figure I Ob 
shows the isobrightness curve outputs by Sugie's model with hL = hR = 0.25. 
Lehky (1983) Nonlinear Summation Model. The model that is most similar to how the FACADE 
model combines monocular brightness signals is that of Lehky, who assumed different signal functions for 
the excitatory and inhibitory terms of his equation such that the inhibition initially outgrows the linear 
excitation. By using a compressive nonlinearity, the inhibitory signal function initially outgrows the linear 
excitation function, but later the excitatory influences dominate. As with Sugie, Lehky first calculated 
monocular signals NL and NR: 
[ 
( NR )n] 
EL !.0-nrlNL +NR (25) 
and 
. [ ( NL )n] N R = E R 1.0- 1n N + N , 
L R 
(26) 
where m>O, (kn< I, and E L'E R ::0 0. Functions EL and ER are the "firing rates of peripheral inputs" and 
involve logarithmic processing of the inputs (see below). Parameter m controls the relative strength of inhi-
bition between the two eyes. Parameter n determines the compressive nonlinear inhibition (n=0.69). The 
inputs were calculated much as in the MacLeod (1972) model of equation ( 18), namely: 
(27) 
and similarly for ER. Term !1. is the "stimulus intensity", presumably luminance, and IT is a threshold. lni· 
tially, NL = EL and NR=ER. The equations were iterated until the change in NL and NR was less than 
0.0000 I. Binocular output was calculated as follows: 
(28) 
Lehky ( 1983) simulated the isobrightness curve of Levell ( 1965b ). Figure JOe shows how the model 
simulates Fechner's Paradox and the data of Anstis and Ho ( 1998). His model can also simulate contour 
effects by increasing the parameter m on the side with the contour and decreasing m for the other side. 
Then the side with the contour more strongly inhibits the non-contour side and dominates the network out· 
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put. However, the model does not code for any spatial interactions and thus cannot explain data on how 
monocular and binocular contours affect binocular brightness perception (Cogan, 1982) without a change 
in parameters. More generally, no internal mechanism is identified with which to justify these stimulus-
dependent parameter changes. 
Cogan ( 1987) Two Channel Model: Two channel models use separate monocular and binocular chan-
nels. The Cogan (1987) model is formally equivalent to a vector summation model: 
c (29) 
where ELand ER are left-eye and right-eye inputs and c > 0, and k?: 0 arc parameters. By dividing each 
monocular signal by the opposite eye signal, Cogan realized a form of shunting inhibition. Cogan ( 1987) 
did not discuss how his model might explain the absence of Fechner's Paradox for ganzfelds, nor how the 
presence of contours affects brightness perception. 
Figure I Od shows the output of the Cogan model for c= 1.0 and k = 0.1. These parameters are different 
than those given by Cogan because they better fit data of Anstis and Ho ( 1998), as well as Fechner's Para-
dox. Although the FACADE model predicts the same qualitative isobrightness curves, our models are test-
ably different. Cogan uses shunting inhibition and multiplicative excitation to binocularly combine his left-
and right-eye inputs. FACADE uses addition of nonlinear signals to binocularly combine both excitation 
and inhibition within a single shunting equation, with no monocular intcrocular inhibition. 
Gregson ( !9R9) Nonlinear Model. Gregson proposed a complex recursive nonlinear equation that 
exhibits quite complicated nonlinear dynamics which we will not describe here. Gregson's (1989) model 
predicts the shape of the isobrightness curve data for higher and lower luminances than Levell's ( 1965a, 
1965b) data. This predicted curve is differs from data of Levell ( 1965a) and Anstis and Ho ( 1998). See Fig-
ure II a. The curves do not display Fechner's Paradox. They do change shape for higher combined lumi-
nance levels, but do not display the convex shape of the Anstis and Ho ( 1998) data at low luminances. 
J\nderson and Movshon ( 1989) Distribution Model: This model possesses several linear binocular 
channels. Each channel has a degree of ocular dominance wherein each channel is more or less sensitive to 
each eye; i.e., some cells are more sensitive to left-eye inputs, others to right-eye inputs, and others arc bal-
anced. The authors also suggest that these channels may be thresholds and only channels with suprathresh-
old activity influence the binocular result. Thus for various interocular contrast dill'erences, a different 
pattern of activity will exist across this distributed binocular channel representation. Anderson and M<lYS-
hon ( 1989) suggested that the envelope of these channels traces a contour resembling that for threshold 
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detection data; see Figure II b. If it is assumed that binocular brightness is a similar function of that enve-
lope, then the model cannot explain the Levell ( 1965a) or Anstis and Ho (1998) data. 
Figure II 
5.2 Some Neurophysiological Correlates 
The FACADE model uses nonlinear excitatory and inhibitory signal functions coupled to shunting 
equations that exhibit automatic gain control, adaptation, and saturation effects. Nonlinear responses in 
cortical cells that exhibit automatic gain control, adaptation and saturation effects are well documented in 
the literature (see Pinter and Nabet, 1992 for a review). See Ferstcr (1994) for a review of evidence for 
nonlinear synaptic interactions in cat cortical cells. Kayama el a!. (1979) noted that two-thirds of cells in 
monkey striate cortex cells that respond to ganzfeld stimuli are binocular and many exhibited complex bin-
ocular interactions. Anzai, Bearse, Freeman and Cai (1995) found evidence for nonlinearities in the con-
trast response function of binocular simple and complex cells of area 17 of anesthetized and paralyzed 
adult cats similar to the excitatory functionf(x) in Figure 8a. Anzai eta/. (1995) also suggested that the 
presence of an adaptive threshold mechanism in these cells, similar to the nonlinear inhibitory signal func-
tion g(x). Bonds (1992) provided evidence that, similar to our binocular FCS cells, the excitatory and 
inhibitory bandpasses (i.e., signal functions) of simple cells in cal striate differed quite clearly in their 
shape and that this difference varied with contrast. Bonds ( 1992) suggests that the orientation bias of a sim-
ple cell could be refined if "the threshold mechanism could adapt to different stimulus contrasts, yielding a 
slight amount of threshold at low contrasts and proportionally more at higher contrasts". These data pertain 
to cells that correspond to the Boundary Contour System of our model. We predict that similar properties 
will be seen in binocular cells corresponding to the model Feature Contour System which calculates sur-
face brightness; i.e., binocular cells that are color-selective and possibly Jacking strong orientation selectiv-
ity. These cells probably exist in visual areas beyond primary visual cortex, such as areas V2 or V4 in 
monkey visual cortex (Desimone el a!., 19BS; Zeki, 1983a, !983b) where it has been suggested the binocu-
lar surface representations of FACADE exist (Grossberg, 1994). 
One physiological correlate of Fechner's Paradox could be suppression of monocular responses in 
binocular cells. Berardi eta/. (1986) found evidence for suppression in binocular neurons of cat visual cor-
lex. In particular, if a high and low contrast grating were presented simultaneously, one to each eye, then 
the binocular cell's response to the low contrast stimulus was suppressed. Scngpiel eta/. (1994) and Smith 
el a/. ( 1997) have shown similar suppression in binocular complex and simple cells of monkey visual cor-
tex. 
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Based on visual evoked potentials (YEP), Denny, eta/. (1991) suggested that binocular cells could be 
infiuenccd by tonic inhibition from either eye. This tonic inhibition may increase the relative inhibitory 
influence over these cells at low activations and may be one source of the signal function asymmetries. 
Denny eta!. ( 1991) presented evidence that the effect of this tonic inhibition is most visible when one eye 
is dark adapted, leading to increased sensitivity in the other eye, much as in the data of Buck and Pulos 
( 1987), who observed interaction between rods of one eye and cones in the other eye. Zemon et ol. ( 1993) 
used YEP recordings to suggest that monocular signals arc combined in a nonlinear fashion. They used 
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Appendix: Equations and Parameters 
This section describes BCS and FCS equatious tba\ incorporate \he enhane()nH?nts and revisions 
discuss()d in the text. The equations a,]'(• similar t.o \hose in Gove cl "!. (J 995) and Grossberg and 
~'lcLonghlin (1097), but \hey eliminate processes \hat arc not ra,\c•--limiting in the \argntcd da.ta: 
Only a single scale is used, ;wd hypercomplex and bipolr• cells in \he llCS and monocula.r filling-in 
domain.s (JIIJ)Os) in \he JICS arc no\ included. All equations were solved a\ c;qrrilibriurn, except for 
the• binocular lilling-in c;quation wllich was solved using fourth-order Runge-Ku\\a with time step 
0.0000025. Most of the equations were solved at equilibrium to fit \he \argetc•d data. llownver, as 
Arringt.on (199•1) and Francis and Grossberg (199Ga, 19'J()h) illustrate, tlicsn equations can also be 
solved in rc~al-t.ime to fit dyilamica.lly evolving data. 
Al ON Channel 
FACAUE cc•ll activities olwy \lie classical mnmbrarH' equation (llodgkin 19G-1; Grossberg 197:l, 
198:l): 
( ' d\1 ( !) - -[\! ( ) - ,,. . J . ( . - [\1 ( . - 1'' . J . . ( . - [\! ( ) - /•' J 
:_.171 dt - t_ - "r;;I_'C/{ lJc:cci/ I) t) --'wlub rlm!ub l) t -'{col.- .U!cllk) (A I) 
wlH~n~ the parameters E represe11t reversal pott~ntials, /Jie 11 J, is a consta.nt leakage COIHluetanco, and 
the time varying condlJCta.nces /Je:r:cil (i) and mnh·ib (l) H'])l'('SOnt the total excitatory and inhibitory 
inputs to the ceiL The \1 (!) terms that rnultiply these conductances in (AI) n;present shunting 
interactions. 
For compu\a\ionaJ simplicity, the present sirnula.\ions use only an ON channeL 'fhe ON ella.n-
nel activity :r; at each cell i is dc'scribed by an on-center olf.-snrround net.work whosc' cl'ils obey 
nH~lll bnwn equations: 
(i\2) 
Taken together, \he shunting and on-center ofr-surround interaction in (i\2) yield ratio processing 
and normalization by cell activities :c; (C:rossberg, 197:3, 198:\); i.e., contrast normalization. ln 
(i\2) the decay rate cr 1 = 100; \he excita.\ory and inhibitory saturation levels are (]1 = 50 and 
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a.l[(] J\1 ·-· 1.1,;12 = 15.087, a,= O.l,a., = 1.5. At equilibrium: 
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11.11d the output signal X;= [:r.;]+, where [:r]+ = IIW.:r(:r,O). The values of' ;1 1 and ;b were chosen so 
that a uniform pattern of' Ji inputs causes an :1:i response pattern whose a,n1plitude is approximately 
one-Lc~nth as large. 'fhis assures a. positive response to ganzfdds. 
A2 Simple Cells of the BCS 
Even-symmetric and odd-,':lymnwtriC- simple c.<'ll receptive fields centered on location i were ddilled 
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il = 1.0, a, = 1.0, and aq = 0.75. 'fhe sizn of' tho kernel is dl'fined \o be ·~·~ <:: J! <:: 4 in (AS) and 
(AD). 
:l() 
A3 Complex Cells of the BCS 
Complex cell activities c; fuse together tile left and right monocular simple cell boundaries. In this 
implementation, the two monoc.tJla.r irnagc~s are at zero clispa.rity: 
de; (ll ,~(' S' ( I )'""""'!' S' 
-1- = -o·3c; + ~ :3 - c.i) ~ "i+v -i+p - Ci +- <3 D- -'-'·i+p'- i+p, c.l P P 
(A 1 2) 
where lt;3 = 0.1, lh = 1.0, and L:3 = 1.0. The tern1 S':,.p is the sum of even and odd simple cell 
activities: 
(AI:J) 
The Gaussian on-cellter and off'-sunouJHl kernels are: 
(AH) 
and 
/ ,' ... ~ /12 AX)l [ jt''jJ2] 
"1+p - ~. - · . ' (Al5) 
where !1 1 = 1.0,;1 2 = 1.0. ft,. = .l.G and I'··'= O.OG. At equilibrium: 
(A I G) 
'I' he output from the complex ceJls is defined as C; = [c;j+. 
A4 Binocular Filling-In Domain of the FCS 
The binocular filling-in domains (FIDOs) receive• input from both the l!'ft and right eye n1onocular 





- ·ll:tJ: + ( 11- l}-:l 2::: c,.:[.r C:tt.1.1 + .r (:~:~;nil- (Y: + n) 2::: 1::1.·: iu C:rk]J + g (:r;.nJL 
k=l k=l 
(AJ7) 
where Cki alld Fki an~ Caussia.n kernels and where tll(~ ncmlinear signal f'unetions f(:c) and g(_:r) 
aH~ ddi ned as follows: 
and 
I 1"]+2 
.r( .. _)= :r-. ·~ :l 2 
cr + [:~: - r]+ 
[:r - !"]+ 




'J'lw excitatory f'unction thus grows less quickly than the inhibitory signal f'unction. At eqrJilibriwn, 
(A20) 
The output signal is Y; = [y;]+ The diffusive filling-in of surface activity ll; is defined by the 
hJIIowing equations (Grossberg and Todorovi(:, 1988): 
d\l; "' . . 
- 1-. =-Mil;+ £....- (ll,- ll;) W,; + \";, (,{ ' pEl\ (A2J) 
where the decay rate M = 0.1, 1J = J .5,]) = J .0, N; is the set. of' rwan'st rwigh hors of cell i, and 
the permeability coefficient that controLs the rate of diffusion is: 
b W (A22_) pi = . ((' ('. ' ~>+c ·p+ .•;) 
whcm; 8 = 50,000,/i. = .l.O,c = 50,000. In (A22), Cl' and C; reprc\sent boundary signals a.t 
positions J1 ami i that arn dNermined by the complex cell activities at these positions. Solving 
(A2J) at equilibrium yields: 
(A 2:1) 
A5 Computer Implementation 
The compuV•r illiJ>ienH'Ilta.tion of the BCS/FCS model is written in C and runs on Sun Work-
stations. '.l'he following sections descrilw how the (lqurttions are used to arrive a.t tlw simulation 
graphs. 
A5.1 Isobrightness curves 
HQcause of the co1nputat.ional costs in solving equation (i\21) usi11p; Jlunwrica.l integration for many 
points, the isohrightnnss curv(~ in Figure lc was generaJed by varying both lcf'i.··cye and right-C)''<:' 
inputs <llld eva.lua.ting y; using equation (A20) at LIH' central binocnla.r FCS cell in the array of lfi5 
cells. The cell's receptive fidel is nine unit.s wide and (:rk1, :~:~c 11 ) were created using equation (A 7). 
The nnt.work ir1put. I; corresponds t.o a single point stimulus pn•sent:ed t.o bot.h left. a.nd right inpnt 
strea!lls. 
'J'he MA'J'LAJl contour functimr was then used to plot. t:lw isohriglrt.rH'ss cnrves of !li values. 
'fhese curves COJIJJect. points corresponding t.o eqnal birrocular FCS lilling .. in signals. All other 
t.hings being c•qual, for a step increase in input. lumina.nce, as used in the Anstis and llo (1998) 
experiments, larger lnminance st.c'ps lead to larger filling-in signals which will correspond t.o larger 
filled-in values (C:rosslwrg and TodoroviC, 1988) and so t.hc lirres in Figure lc: will connect. points 
or !'qual filled-in snrf<tc:e hrightrress signals. 
:l2 
A5.2 U Shape curve 
The same functions were used to generate~ the U sha.pe cmvc seen in Figure 2b bnt the ldt eye 
inpr1t luminance was flxt>d a.t 1000 and tile right-eye irrput luminance was varied from 0 to 1000. 
A5.3 Ganzfeld Simulations 
In the ga.nzfcld simulations, we needed only lit the. 12 ga.nzfcld luminance data. points of Bourassa 
a.nd Rule ( 1994), so nunwrical integration of equation (A21) was now tractable. Ga.nzldd inpnts 
were created a.s follows for a. 1-IJ array of 165 cells: 
(A21) 
2 . . 2 
where c = B:l is the ccntor node of the: network and i = 1, 2, ... , I fi!i. The term 90 - ( c --- 1) 
generates <1. smooth 1-D cross section that. falls ofl' from tire renter. Thr' cuhc~ root fnnction allows 
the function fall-off to be less stc:ep with a slightly convex shape:. Although llonra.ssa and lln ](' 
(1991) do uot. discuss t.hc; fall-of]' in luminance at tlw periphery, typical experimental procedures 
allow at. most a. 5% diff'erener' lwt.woen cerrt.er allll JWriphery (Kna.u and Spillmann, 1097). Tire 
addition of SOO in (A211) defines a base luminanr·e. This luminance <:ross-sectiou eorTr'sporHis to the 
flxt'd left-ey(' ganzfdd illJHIL Less luminous right-eye gan; .. Jeld inputs can be crca.l/~d by Jllultiplying 
eaclr /;by a sca.ling J'act.or as dict.awd by the Bourassa and Jtnlc (ID01) Jurninance values. The 
final filbl-irr equilibrium value is sca.lr'd using c:qua.t.ion (B) in Section '1.:2 and plotted beside t.lie 
average magnitude data fronr Bourassa and Rule (1991). 
A5.4 Cogan data simulations 
The Coga.rr inputs we're crea.t.nd by using 1--D eross-sect.ious of till' lef't.- a.nd right.-eyr' inputs in 
Figun\ S. li was set to 0.0 for the~ black contours a.nd black disk input regions, otherwise Ji was 
set to o.n J'or t.hn hdore-llash condition. For iuputs containing t.lw flash, I; was set t.o 1.0 Jill' those 
regimrs that. contained t.he llasli, all other inputs are uncha.ngc;d. Each llaslr stinnrlus was 15 cell.s 
wide, out. oJ' t.he t.ot.al !65 cells. The width oJ' t.he black contour surrounding a llashed stimulns 
was 11 cells. ivlodel dnl.r'Ction sensitivit.ir\s were modeled by taking the final filled--in hinocu.la.r J•'CS 
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Figure 1: Isobrightness curves of (a) Levell ( 1965) and (b) Anstis and Ho ( 1998). Reprinted with permis-
sion. Isobrightness curves generated by (c) the FACADE model; (d) the vector summation model (Curtis 
and Rule, I 978). 
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Figure 2: (a) Psychophysical U-shaped data indicative of Fechner's Paradox. Reprinted with Permission 
from Curtis and Rule (I 980). (b) FACADE model simulation. 
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Figure 3: Ganzfeld brightness perception; Data of Bourassa and Rule (I 994) and FACADE model simula-
tion. Data are reprinted with permission. 
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Figure 4: Cross-fuscrs should be able to fuse three pairs of disks A,B,C (Levell, 1965b). (A) Fusion of the 
outline circle with a black disk results in a much brighter percept than (B) fusion of two black disks or (C) 
the fusion of a homogeneous white area with a black disk. See text for details. Reprinted with permission. 
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Figure 5: Schematic of left-eye (LE) and right-eye (RE) monocular images seen by viewer before flash to 
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Figure 7: Macrocircuit of FACADE model. Stages surrounded by solid lines represent processes that were 
simulated in this paper. Dotted lines demarcate processes not simulated here but employed in the simula-
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Figure 8: Asymmetric excitatory and inhibitory signal functions,j(x) and g(x), respectively. In (a),f(x) and 
g(x) asymptote to the same level. In (b), B!fx) and Dg(x) asymptote to different levels because B >D. See 
text for details about how Band Dare chosen. 
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Figure 9: lsobrightness curves for different models (a) Level! (1965a); (b) Engel ( 1969); (c) deWecrt and 
Levell (1974); (d) Irtel (1986); (c) Schriidinger (1926) and MacLeod (1972); (f) Curtis and Rule (1978). 
Sec text for details. 
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Figure 10: Isobrightncss curves for models by (a) Legge (1984); (b) Sugie (1982); (c) Lehky (1983); (d) 
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Figure 11: (a) Jsobrightncss curves predicted by Gregson ( 1989). Reprinted with permission. (b) Envelope 
of responses of binocular cells of different ocular dominance of Anderson and Movshon ( 1989). Reprinted 
with permission. Sec text for details. 
Levell Anstis and Ganzfeld Model Author (1965a,b) Ho (1998) Summation Type Data Data 
Levell Eye-weight- Yes No 
(1965a,b) ing 
Engel Eye-weight- Yes** No 
(1969) mg 
de Weert Eye-weight- Yes Yes 
and Levelt mg 
( 1974) 
Irtel (1986) Eye-weight- Yes Yes 
mg 
Schr(idinger Vector Yes No 
I MacLeod Summation 
( 192611972) 
Curtis and Vector Yes Yes 
Rule (1978) Summation 
Legge Vector Yes No 
(1984) Summation 
Sugie Neural Net- Yes No 
(1982) work 
Lehky Neural Net- Yes Yes 
(1983) work 
Cogan Neural Net- Yes Yes 
( 1987) work 
- ·-·--
Anderson Neural Net- No No 
and Movs- work 
hon (1989) 
Gregson Neural Net- Yes No 
( 1989) work 
Grossberg Neural Net- Yes Yes 
and Kelly work 
(1998) 
l~tble 1: Past models of Binocular Summation and their capabilities 
















( 1982) Data 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
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No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
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